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Adjustable Adapter to Use With AR Style Stocks
Designed and Manufactured in the United States of America

Allows: For true cast off, cast on, vertical, horizontal adjustments and anything in between.

For Use With: Benjamin Marauder Pistol from Crosman and Crosman 1700, 1701 and 1720T pistols.

Tools Needed: ¼” Allen wrench and ½” socket to remove nut (discard the 5/16” nut).

Parts List:

1. 2 lock washers

2. 1” diameter piece

3. 1 3/8” diameter piece

4. Allen head cap-screw (with through hole, to prevent hammer vacuum)

5. 5/16” nut for shipping (discard the 5/16” nut)

Instructions: Insert cap-screw through 1 3/8” diameter piece as shown in the drawing. Through the 1” diameter 

piece, slide lock washer over threaded end of cap-screw that is exposed in hollowing out part of 1” piece. Screw 

cap-screw into rear of the guns receiver until all parts make contact but the 1 3/8” piece can still be adjusted with 

slight effort. Screw buffer tube into 1 3/8” piece until slightly snug. Then slide stock onto buffer tube. Now adjust 

fit by rotating and sliding 1 3/8” piece into a position that best accommodates your situation. With a pencil, mark 

receiver and both pieces, remove stock and buffer tube and tighten cap-screw to a reasonable amount or torque to 

hold firmly. Then re-install buffer tube and stock, tighten castle nut on buffer tube against the 1 3/8” piece. 

*Hint: Most right handed shooters will end up with cast off and down with stock rotated slightly counter clockwise 

from the rear. With average height scope rings, left handed shooters are just the opposite, cast on and down, stock 

rotated clockwise from the rear. Cast off is stock positioned to the right when looking at it from the rear. Cast on is 

stock positioned to the left.

® Service Line: 216-220-1180


